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FREEDOM
SMART URBAN LIGHTING

Designed for communities of the future

SMART
CITY READY

FREEDOM
Introducing tomorrow’s urban lighting for today’s smart communities
Street lighting assets around the world are
being transformed with smart technologies to
deliver increased safety, efficiency, productivity
and services. Leadsun’s FREEDOM urban solar
lights are an integral part of this transformation.
Until now, our cities have relied on 19th
century grid powered lighting systems. These
have inflexible positioning and are costly to
install due to extensive trenching and cabling,
plus unpredictable, ongoing energy costs.
Today, there is a new way. Leadsun’s
FREEDOM smart solar streetlights are powered
by the clean, limitless energy of the sun.
Making a positive impact on the environments
they illuminate, FREEDOM lights are designed
for the new communities of the 21st century.
Our next generation street lighting platform
is supplied SMART CITY READY with remote
monitoring and endless possibilities to connect
IOT devices e.g. air quality sensors, pedestrian

and vehicle counters, cameras, duress-buttons,
Wi-Fi access points, etc. So, when new
technologies come online, FREEDOM is ready to
connect and scale accordingly.
With over 15 years’ experience as a world leader
developing SMART solar lighting technologies,
Leadsun has distributed over 300,000 solar
lights across Australia and the world since 2005.
Our stylish, future-proofed lighting solutions
are perfect for lighting streets, footpaths, parks,
recreational areas, green space, car parks and
public venues.
In 2018, Leadsun formed a landmark partnership
with a leading USA property developer who
has successfully installed over 1,000 wireless
controlled and monitored FREEDOM solar
streetlights throughout two Master Planned
Communities in Florida, with many more
to be installed in the coming years.
Click here to view the Florida project video.

Leadsun – Bringing the light of day into the night for smarter, more sustainable communities

Proudly designed, engineered and
assembled in Melbourne, Australia

Dependable
Ultimate reliability from our robust, high-quality, proven technologies. Tried, tested
and proven for over 15 years, Leadsun boasts over 300,000 installations worldwide
including more than 1,000 in Florida, US master-planned communities.

Modern
Sleek, stylish designs – The FREEDOM streetlight is purpose build for modern SMART
communities with aesthetically pleasing features that enhance the streetscape.

Zero carbon and zero power consumption
With such a low carbon footprint, FREEDOM streetlights are economical and
environmentally friendly. With no ongoing energy bills, they are free to run and protect
the asset owner from unknown future energy price shocks.

Intelligent asset management
Every FREEDOM streetlight location can be logged into the Leadsun EDGE remote
monitoring server that provides the owner readily available asset GPS location, model
and serial numbers and system specification details.

Rapid and scalable deployment
Untethered from mains power and utilising innovative pole and lighting unit technologies,
FREEDOM streetlights are quick and easy to install, requiring minimal labour to deliver
a flexible and cost-effective solution.

Adaptable Lighting
Off-grid, flexible positioning along any part of the nature strip (both sides of the road)
to accommodate driveways and trees. Plus best-in-class custom optics and motionsensing adaptive lights provide flexibility to create ultra-efficient and compliant lighting.

Compliant Lighting Performance to AS1158.3.1 (Street Lighting)
Leadsun offers a complimentary and fully compliant lighting design. This ensures every
street lighting project will provide optimal lighting performance with flexibility to position
street lighting poles to suit the exact requirements of streetscape and building structures.

Maintenance friendly
With IP65 rated components, and a rugged IK08 impact protected housing, the
FREEDOM smart urban light also consists of upgradeable and easy to access ‘plug &
play’ components to ensure long lasting performance with only minimal maintenance
required to maintain optimal performance and reliability.

Dark Sky Compliant option for 3000K series
Leadsun promotes environmentally responsible
outdoor lighting to minimise the light pollution
often caused by traditional Electric street lighting
networks throughout our cities.
The newly designed FREEDOM series solar street
lighting LED fixture has ultra-sharp cut-off optics
that significantly reduce lighting glare both to
the rear and front sides of the streetlight. This
eliminates the effects of sky-glow at night.
The FREEDOM series is offered in a 3000K
and fully certified DARK SKY compliant fixture
for residential development areas that want to
minimise light pollution and obtrusive lighting
into residential properties.

Extended-life 10-year battery performance
Our ingenious patented dual battery management system delivers DOUBLE the life
expectancy and greater efficiency than traditional lithium batteries. We stand by this
with a 10-year battery performance assurance.
Leadsun’s Advanced Battery Management System
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At the heart of every Leadsun SMART public lighting solution is a new generation of Lithium LiFePO4
batteries with our patented advanced battery management system. Assembled by our specialist technicians
using only best-in-class components and available only through Leadsun, this system provides double the life
expectancy of traditional battery technologies.
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Wireless Control & Monitoring

Leadsun’s wireless connected SMART public lighting systems
enable our solar powered lights to be interconnected via longrange LoRaWAN bi-directional communication technology.
The system consists of a cellular gateway that communicates
between connected lights and the cloud-based EDGE
management system.
Users can remotely configure the operation of individual lights
as well as monitor the real-time performance of battery and
solar charging levels from anywhere in the world, at any time.
Instant On/
Off and test
operation

GPS time clock for
programming various
lighting schedules

Web or Mobile
App account
secure log in

GPS Google
map asset
logger

System performance
monitoring & data
logging

Dimming and
PIR operation
adjustments

EDGE wireless control and monitoring
WEB login portal with asset management capabilities

Future proofed for SMART city applications
SMART CITY READY! Our smart urban street lights are supplied ready to power
and take inputs from IOT devices and sensors. This gives FREEDOM to add air
quality sensors, pedestrian and vehicle counters, cameras, duress-buttons,
Wi-Fi access points and more. Conditions apply.

Public Wi-Fi Access Points

Public CCTV Surveillance

Air & Noise Monitoring

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions (mm)
LED luminaire

Pole Specification

LED Maximum power

10W

Pole Height (AGL)

6.85m

Luminous Flux

1800 lm

Pole Type

Round & Tapered

Efficacy

180 lm/W

Diameter

148mm – 89mm

CCT

2975K

Thickness

3.5mm

Uplift / Tilt

0° (30° special order)

Footing Type

Ragbolt

Forward Distribution

68%

Depth-In-Ground

900-1200mm

Rear Distribution

32%

Steel Finish

Hot Dipped Galvanised & Powder Coat

Dark Sky 3000K Approved

3000K CCT option only

Colour options

Grey (S) Black (O) White (O)

Lighting Distribution

Type 3

Wind Speed Rating

320Kph (Region D)

Built-in Motion Sensor

PIR (Passive Infrared)

(S) Standard (O) Optional

Colour Options

Black (S) Grey (S) White (O)

Construction & Fixings type

Aluminium & Stainless Steel

Water Ingress Rating

IP65

Wind Speed Rating

232Kph
All-In-One Solar & Battery Module

Solar PV power

60W

Solar PV type

Monocrystalline

Battery Capacity

512Wh

Battery Type

Lithium LiFePO4

Battery Voltage

12.8Vdc

Charging Temp Range

0C to 60C

Colour Options

Grey (S) Black (O) White (O)

Construction & Fixings Type

Aluminium & Stainless Steel

Water Ingress Rating

IP65

Wind Speed Rating

232Kph
Technical Performance

LED Dimmer Type

PWM (Pulse Width Modulator)

LED Bi-Level Dimming

0-100% (via PIR activation)

Wireless Connectivity

LoRaWAN 915Mhz

Remote Control & Monitoring

Optional (Cellular Connection Required)

Software Programming

Via on-board USB or Cellular Wireless

LED illumination run time

14hrs per night (PR5 & PR6 compliance)

Battery Autonomy

4.0 days (with autonomous dimming)
Lighting Configuration*

Luminaire Height

6.8m

Pole Spacing (PR5)

35m (Staggered)

Pole Spacing (PR6)

40m (Staggered)

LED output power

8W

*Based upon 12m wide road reserve
*Based upon AS1158.3.1 Category PR5 / PR6 compliance & LLF of 0.8
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